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A favourite for all cocktail enthusiasts! 
This refreshingly icy blend of Bacardi, lime juice and 
strawberry puree gives you the best of both worlds, 
with a combined sweet yet sour aftertaste that will 
have you calling for a second round. 

FROZEN STRAWBERRY 
DAIQUIRI 

€12.00

A timeless classic that is full of sweetness with a 
subtle tarty aftertaste. Ingredients include our 
house gin, lemon juice, sugar syrup and crème de 
cassis. No wonder this cocktail is a crowd pleaser 
perfectly capturing all things sweet.

BORU BRAMBLE €12.00

Sit back and relax in our cozy bar, looking out at 
Lough Derg with one with one of our more refined 
cocktails. The lime juice’s sour flavour undoubtedly 
sets the tone in this drink with the Cointreau 
providing a layer of sweetness, while the cranberry 
adds extra tartness to the mix. Finally, topped off with 
an edible flower, this beauty will have you wondering 
whether you are in Co. Clare or Manhattan.

THE CLARE  
COSMOPOLITAN

€12.00

A cool concoction of Bacardi, fruit puree, lime juice 
and mint leaves. The combination of sweetness, 
citrus, and herbaceous is undeniably refreshing. It 
is the ideal drink for a beautiful summer’s day 
spent overlooking the beautiful Kincora Harbour.

MOJITO €12.00

Can’t decide between coffee or a cocktail and 
looking for an extra boost of energy? Then our 
espresso martini is the drink for you. This rich 
blend of coffee liqueur, vodka, espresso purée, 
sugar and syrup will be sure to give you that burst 
of energy that you need. You never know, you 
could be up for hiking Moylussa after just a taste.

ESPRESSO MARTINI €12.00

If you are looking for a drink that goes down a little 
too easy, this is the one for you! Ingredients include 
vodka, crème de casis and pineapple. It is the 
perfect fruity combination, shaken not stirred before 
being strained into an elegant martini glass. 

FRENCH MARTINI €12.00

As classic as Killaloe itself. Our old fashioned is a 
silky combination of Tullamore Dew whiskey, brown 
sugar and angostura orange bitters. This rich, 
smooth cocktail will have you feeling far from old 
fashioned. 

OLD FASHIONED €12.00

A crisp and flavour-filled cocktail. The Tullamore 
Sour is a combination of Tullamore Dew whiskey, 
lemon juice, sugar syrup and last but not least egg 
white to tame the tart flavour and create a richer, 
smoother texture. 

TULLAMORE SOUR €12.00

Looking for something non-alcoholic? Why not try 
out this fruity and light mix of cranberry juice, lime 
and ginger ale. A refreshing and delicious burst of 
sweetness that will be sure to stimulate your taste 
buds.

MOCKTAIL €7.00

This one will be sure to get your tastebuds 
tantalized! Ask one of the bar team for our 
signature cocktail of the week. 

KINARRA SIGNATURE 
COCKTAIL OF THE WEEK  

€10.00
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